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Parking management and SUMP 

 

Laurence Bannerman | European Parking Association 
Parking management: an important sustainable urban mobility tool 

Ana Draguƫescu | Association for Urban Transition ATU and ICLEI 
Parking Management, as a reactive mind-set in New Member States 

Giuliano Mingardo | Erasmus University Rotterdam 
Parking, Retail and Urban Attractiveness 

Moderator: Robert Pressl | Austrian Mobility Research FGM-AMOR 

 

Session Summary 

Q: Tom Rye: What can Romanial learn from other Eastern countries which have made good 
progress in parking management (Krakow, Ljublana, Belgrade, Sofia)? 

A: Romania is a special case, where politians do not see relation between parking and quality of 
life. They are not interested in experiences abroad. 

Robert Pressl added that the way the problem is formulated is important – for example, placing less 
emphasis on restrictions and more on the improvement of public space.   

Q: SI Ministry of Infrastructure/ Polona Demšar Mitrovič: Are Romanian parking guidelines 
available? 

A: Not translated to English, only in Romanian.  

Q: Roberto de Tomassi: How high should parking fees to be to have a modal shift effect? 

A: Case at University of Rotterdam – after an increase in the one day parking fee from 2 to 2,5 € - 
there was a decrease in the modal share of car commuters from 36% to 30%. If there is no further 
increase in price in the future, the problem will appear again.  

Roberto de Tomassi: Changing the parking fee from 3 to 4€ per day – at this level, commuters start 
to think about changing their travel habits.  

 

Key Messages 

Free parking does not exist!! The price of parking is included in the costs of all other products and 
services we buy. (quoted Donald Shoup) 

Giuliano Mingardo | Erasmus University Rotterdam 

 

In Europe the potential of urban public transport is under exploited - integrated parking 
management has shown to be an important tool in making the overall mobility system 
more sustainable. 

Laurence Bannerman | European Parking Association 

 

Reactive parking management is no longer sufficient especially in member states with very rapidly 
rising car ownership.  Parking management has to be part of the policy decisions for the city, 
properly adapted to specific contexts, with solutions that meet the relevant specific requirements. 

Ana Draguƫescu | Association for Urban Transition ATU and ICLEI 


